1. Approved vent cap.

2. Storm collar.

3. (A) Universal flashing.
   (B) For single story attic-less installation, ventilate the flashing and leave open. Use storm collar for weather-proofing.

4. Fire stop spacer straps at each succeeding ceiling level.

5. Attic ventilation shield in all attics where ceiling plate spacer straps are used.

6. Ceiling plate spacer straps first plate line above heater.

7. Base plate to be screwed to header plate.

8. Header furnished with each heater. Strap each section of vent securely. Strap vent at roof line. Vent termination not less than 12" above roof. B.W. vent cannot be cut. Check inner lining of all vent joints, be sure it is not snarled or buckled. Wall heaters and vents installed on outside walls must have 28 gauge metal on the weather side of studs.
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